
Innovated, created & MADE IN FRANCE

Have a look & enjoy

MARHENNE brilliant Products



We create our history

MARHENNE product line belongs to MOUSSY COMPANY that 

owned by Cardinal group which is an ancient company in the 

field of medicines , cosmetic, medical makeup, per- fumes, food 

supplements and functional beverage development

the company located in France, Germany,Italy, Austria,

Switzerland and in Britain, the cardinal mark dates back to

the year 1908, which is about 120 years

L'Histoire



started at Britain and Switzerland, now the com- pany has more 

than 19000 employees each one has success story to tell, the 

company is specialized in the field of cosmeceutical and func-

tional products, produced with the finest ingredients world-

wide. Marhenne is the premium quality product in the compa-

ny product profile, Marhenne brand line produced to always 

keep the image and the value all over years, and to be the favor-

ite product for all those interested in beauty and healthy, 

Moussy company promised that they will not produce except 

the highest finest healthi- est products to always keep the loy-

alty of their valuable consumers, The central laborato- ries of 

Moussy in France and Germany, and it is considered one of the 

largest 3 laborato- ries specialized for Moussy in the world, 

Moussy provides outstanding European quality have all ISO and 

FDA certificate globally



THE PALAIS GALLIERA
City of Paris Fashion Museum

Les normes

de BEAUTÉ
CHANGENT

avec les âges



Marhenne this huge respectful brand This large respected company in 

the field of professional medical cosmetic intelligence, as the start was 

specialized for plastic surgery specially to produce and  made products 

and solutions using an outstanding unique Advanced technology to be 

used in hospitals and by professionals these intelligent solutions works 

in an so effective and safe way,

Marhenne Distinguished from others by high premium technics, where 

laboratory manufacturing solutions made up for each person Separate-

ly, according to each case condition, body, needs and age, which makes 

this solutions super effective,

in the same time is so expensive, so it is familiar to public figures and 

high-ranking personalities. These laboratory specific manufacturing 

solutions used specially for plastic surgery, natural and caesarean birth 

Because of its highly catalytic value that stimulates cells to rapidly heal 

and regenerate and help restore beauty

and fitness to all cells of the body. 

PREMIUM
 TECHNOLOGY



And after short time the company expanded into the perfume in-

dustry, which characterized by the manufacture of the finest types 

of natural perfumes with super blend of more than 15 types of a very 

rare and unique natural and citrus flowers enter and undergo a 

period of storage and aging that reaches in some types of Perfumes 

up to 5 years, in a special conditions and environment  With certain 

temperatures and humidity to produce one of the most prestigious 

stylish perfumes in the world, whose stability in clothes reaches 30 

days and more, presented in a prestigious crystal bottles some with 

24 karat gold and other kinds with Diamonds, rubies, and precious 

stone, to be the preferable gift between the Princes, princesses and 

so classy  communities. Where the cheapest bundle reach to 10 

thousand dollars at least.

   DAZZLE
YOUR FEELING



THE ART OF A SCIENCE
recently Marhenne started in an unprecedented 

industry it is a new era and effective solutions in 

the field of cosmetics, which is the medical 

makeup that made in a pharmaceutical way to 

give safe therapeutic results in the same time with 

amazing beauty look exceeding the look of regular 

traditional makeup and the most important point 

that this results without the chemical

substances as is the case in the normal traditional 

makeup that harm the skin and face tissues so it 

considered as one of the

important solutions provided by this smart

prestigious brand



on another hand, Marhenne developed and worked on an 

uniquely innovative theory and way of solving the skin 

wrinkles and problems, which is the inside out theory plus 

outside solutions together, providing two kinds of products 

should use together one kind systemic (orally) working 

from inside out which support the body from inside and 

prevent the oxidation process which affect the skin healthy, 

and refill the body with all nutrients and vitamins, Q10 and 

cermides, collagen ... etc needed for skin healthy and bright 

looking, in the same time provide other kind of products 

which for out use like creams and Lotions, etc, the two 

kinds are working together in a synergistic effect which 

gives the amazing real result stay long times and solve All 

the problems of skin all over the body, not just face and 

neck. All solutions ( medical makeup considered as the first 

step of saving against harmful effects, then intense am-

poules which repair from inside and local intelligent 

creams which repair from outside ) all together are working 

in an integrated way to save and keep the skin healthy 

bright always.

ESSENCE
OF

BEAUTY



LOVE
YOUR

MARHENNE
 BEAUTY



EAU DE PERFUME
Pour Femme

Marhenne M6 is designed by famous French experts .  Marhenne M6 was voted 

as “Scent of the Century” , it is made with exceptional quality ingredients 

which include different types of roses and 8000 jasmine flowers.

Scent of the
Century



COURONNER
EAU DE PERFUME

Pour Femme

princesses
glamorous



PERFUMES
FOR HIM



deep enough to 

enchant
P O U R  H O M M E



the original edition Marhenne N 909 Men's are characterized by being 

attractive and sexy has the depth that reflects on the personality and illuminates 

as a shining star anywhere you enter, one of the most special ingredients that 

combines the depth of sandalwood with the feeling of cinnamon mixed with the 

luxury of oud



Classic

essence



Sport fragrances are a new category of Marhenne N 909 that was created to 
appeal to the athlete in all of us. Whether you're playing a sport, training for one, 
or just enjoy being active, there's a sport fragrance out there for you.SPORT



BEYOND
the

EXPECTATIONS
MEDICAL MAKEUP NOUVELLE COLLECTION



MEDICAL MAKEUP NOUVELLE COLLECTION

FOUNDATIONS
Latest generation high tolerance formulas

artfully created for every woman



MEDICAL MAKEUP NOUVELLE COLLECTION

COMPACT FACE
POWDER

Latest generation high tolerance formulas



MEDICAL MAKEUP NOUVELLE COLLECTION

INTENSE COLOUR

LIPSTICK



MEDICAL MAKEUP NOUVELLE COLLECTION

3D MASCARAS,
PENCILS & LINERS

le volume révolution de Marhenne
Extreme Volume Mascara



MEDICAL MAKEUP NOUVELLE COLLECTION

HIGH
DEFINITION

EYELINER



MEDICAL MAKEUP NOUVELLE COLLECTION

EYEBROW
PENCIL



MEDICAL MAKEUP NOUVELLE COLLECTION

LIP GLOSS
DEFENCE COLOR

CRYSTAL LIPGLOSS

ILLUMINATING
EYESHADOW



PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY INJECTION 



luxury beauty 

CHARM FILLER
GENERAL

Hyaluronic acid 23 mg/ml

art de la sculpture du visage

RECOMMENDED BY PROFESSIONALS

TRUSTED BY YOU



FILLER TYPES

Classification 4 filmed CHARM FILLER indication



COLLAGEN INJECTIONS



collagen injections 

ACTIVE NIGHT

ACTIVE PURIFIER

PERFECT GLOW

COLLAGEN CONCENTRATE

SENSITIVE AND INTOLERANT SKIN



Just



MARHENNE NUTRIENTS
Inside Out Solution



So the nutrients and keeping support the body cells by the good balanced vitamins and the 
smart blend of the finest ingredient that innovated carefully in MARHENNE it is to makes sure 
always that the body itself from inside is stable enough to save each cell in the best condition.
this is only, real and the logic solution for keeping you young and to stopping the aging or at 
least to slowdown the aging process.

Not just using the simple or superficial creams which has no noticeable result,
it is not like that easy.

We have to understand the concept of inside out which is starting from the body inside which 
is the only real solution considering several conditions : how much the oxidation is going on, 
how much breaking tissue down and destroying DNA, how much the healthy of the body 
organs, how much the human tension or relax or depression, what about the diet regime and 
is the vitamins is sufficient or have vitamins deficiency....ect, many conditions must solve from 
inside to resist the aging process and keep the cells healthy and looking younger. Also we have 
to work against the damage of the free radicals resulting from the oxidation must use strong 
antioxidant from inside the tissue to keep the tissue and the cells bright healthy.
We have in MARHENNE the strongest antioxidants and all extracted from natural source from 
to keep each cell young and save it against free radicals and to control the oxidation coming 
from the environment and different wrong meals.

the concept of inside out 



MARHENNE is a drink that works from the inside out. Its eight active ingredients

Food Supplement based on Collactive, Hyaluronic Acid, Organic
Royal Jelly, Ascophyllum, Ceramides, Ginseng Vitamins and Zinc

work synergistically to promote optimal skin function. As a liquid supplement, its innovative formulation 

that the body can absorb and make use of a higher proportion of the active nutrients.

MARHENNE active ingredients are 100% in solution allowing for an absorption rate of 95%.

Ingredients

What's inside MARHENNE ?

ALL INGREDIENTS ARE 

NATURAL INGREDIENTS 

& WITHOUT CHEMICAL PRESERVATIVES

What's not in MARHENNE ?

MARHENNE does not contain bovine or 

porcine products, hormones, genetically 

modified organisms, alcohol, added 

sugar, artificial flavors or artificial colors.

MARHENNE is free from lactose, gluten 

and dairy.



How To Use

Easy Broken 

Step 1
Marhenne  easy 
broken  ( 15 ml ) 

ampoule. 

Step 2
prepare a half cup 

of water then 
break one side of 
ampule, place it 

into the cup. 

Step 3
While putting the tip of 
ampoule inside the cup 
break the other side, the 
solution will fall down in 
the cup to be ready to 

drink. 

Step 4
now it's ready to 
drink, repeat this 

process twice 
daily.  



MARHENNE IN DEEP

Dual Action Performance for Skin
Skin-Support is our exclusive collagen supplement for skin 
nutrition that works to promote smooth, youthful looking skin, 
aiding with issues such as the appearance of spots, dryness, 
stretch marks, fine lines and wrinkles. It is comprised of two 
key ingredients. our collagen supplement that is a special 
form of marine collagen & elastin polypeptides with the same 
ratios of collagen & elastin found in the dermis. This form is 
very effective  as this ingredient is a very special combination.

Users of collactive can expect:
Smoother, youthful skin with reducedappearance of fine lines 
& wrinkles.
Reduced appearance of cellulite.
Reduced appearance of stretch marks.
Faster growing thicker, stronger hair.
Healthier, stronger nails.

Collactive



The Perfect

French Blend

Your Secret Weapon



YOU ARE A
LIMITED EDITION



a unique blend of carefully
selected ingredients



a unique blend of carefully
selected ingredients

YOU ARE A
LIMITED EDITION





  Selected
Carefully

from the
European
Crop
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STRAWBERRY COLLAGEN ALBS WATER
Best European organic strawberries, 

The European strawberries which first bred in 

Brittany, France, in 1750s considered the finest 

strawberries in the world that contain 

high-quality vitamins.

Advanced formulation of low molecular weight

collagen and essential micro-nutrients ensures 

rapid absorption, aiming to nourish your skin 

from the inside to keep always young

Our product is manufactured using alpine 

water, the strong differentiation in the alpine 

climate over time and space exerts a significant 

influence on the water cycle which produce the 

finest water and worldwide.



Innovated, created & MADE IN FRANCE

THANK YOU


